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Philipp Goldmann is a baritone and a choir director. He was a member of the Thomanerchor
Leipzig (St. Thomas Boys’ Choir of Leipzig) and studied voice and choir directing with Roland
Schubert, Berthold Schmid, Roland Börger und Vivianne Sydnes in Leipzig and Oslo. Among
others, he was a recipient of the German scholarship (The Deutschlandstipendium) and a
scholar of the German National Academic Foundation (Studienstiftung des deutschen
Volkes).
Philipp Goldmann is a sought-after baritone particularly for oratorios. His vocal career has
greatly benefitted from knowledge gained through participation in master classes conducted
by KS Peter Schreier and Gerd Türk. As a freelance artist, he regularly performs with
renowned music ensembles such as the Gaechinger Cantorey, MDR Rundfunkchor,
Amsterdam Baroque Choir, Lautten Compagney or Bachconsort Leipzig.
Since 2015 Goldmann has been the musical director of Denkmalchor Leipzig, one of the most
prominent choirs in the city of Leipzig. With the Monument of the battle of nations
(Völkerschlachtdenkmal Leipzig), the monument choir has a concert venue of exceptional
quality due to the monument’s excellent acoustic condition and extraordinary spatial sound,
thus making vocal concerts especially unique within the German choral landscape. In
addition to his duties as musical director, Goldmann initiates and organizes projects for
choirs and ensembles.
From 2002 to 2018 Philipp Goldmann was the musical director and member of the men’s
vocal quartet Ensemble Thios Omilos. The ensemble has been awarded numerous prizes at
well-known international competitions. It has recorded two CDs and has given concerts in
China, Taiwan, Austria, Italy, France, Finland, Sweden und Switzerland.
Goldmann is lecturer in voice (classical music) at the Martin Luther University in HalleWittenberg and in choral and orchestral conducting at the Evangelical College for Church
Music in Halle.
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